
 
 Exercise #1  
Mike and Nancy are equal shareholders in MN Corporation, an S corporation. The corporation, 
Mike, and Nancy are calendar year taxpayers. The corporation has been an S corporation during 
its entire existence and thus has no accumulated E&P. The shareholders have no loans to the 
corporation. The corporation incurred the following items in the current year: 

 
 
  
a. Compute the S corporation’s ordinary income and separately stated items.  

b. Show Mike’s and Nancy’s shares of the items in Part a.  

c. Compute Mike’s and Nancy’s ending stock bases assuming their beginning balances are 
$100,000 each. When making basis adjustments, apply the adjustments in the order outlined on 
pages C:11-24 and C:11-25 of the text.  

 
Exercise #2  
Redfern Corporation, a calendar year taxpayer, has been an S corporation for several years. Rod 
and Kurt each own 50% of Redfern’s stock. On July 1 of the current year (assume a non-leap 
year), Redfern issues additional common stock to Blackfoot Corporation for cash. Rod, Kurt, and 
Blackfoot each end up owning one-third of Redfern’s stock. Redfern reports ordinary income of 
$125,000 and a short-term capital loss of $15,000 in the current year. Eighty percent of the 
ordinary income and all the capital loss accrue after Blackfoot purchases its stock. Redfern 
makes no distributions to its shareholders in the current year. What income and losses do 
Redfern, Blackfoot, Rod, and Kurt report as a result of the current year’s activities?  
 

Exercise #3  
Bottle-Up, Inc., was organized on January 8, 2005, and made its S election on January 24, 2005. 



The necessary consents to the election were filed in a timely manner. Its address is 1234 Hill 
Street, City, ST 33333. Bottle-Up uses the calendar year as its tax year, the accrual method of 
accounting, and the first-in, first-out (FIFO) inventory method. Bottle-Up manufactures ornamental 
glass bottles. It made no changes to its inventory costing methods this year. It uses the specific 
identification method for bad debts for book and tax purposes. Herman Hiebert and Melvin Jones 
own 500 shares each. Both individuals materially participate in Bottle-Up’s single activity. Herman 
Hiebert is the tax matters person. Financial statements for Bottle-Up for the current year are 
shown in Tables C - 2 through C - 4. Assume that Bottle-Up’s business qualifies as a U.S. 
production activity and that its qualified production activities income is $90,000. The S corporation 
uses the small business simplified overall method for reporting these activities (see discussion for 
Line 12d of Schedules K and K-1 in the Form 1120S instructions). Prepare a 2014 S corporation 
tax return for Bottle-Up, showing yourself as the paid preparer.  

You will need to complete the return using Forms 1120 S, Schedule K-1 for Form 1120 S and 1125A 
for 2014 that you can access from the IRS web site (IRS.Gov). The forms are in a PDF format and 
should be completed by filling in the appropriate line items. 

 



 

 



 

 

 


